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A GENERALIZATION OP REFLEXГVE BANACH SPACES AÎÏD WEAELY 
COMPACT OPERATORS 
Joe HOWARD, Stillwaterx) 
Abstract 
A Banach space X is almost reflexive if every bounded 
sequence in X contains a weak Cauchy subsequence. A conti-
nuous linear operator T: X — * Y is a weak Cauchy operator 
if it maps bounded sequences of X into sequences in Y which 
have a weak Cauchy subsequence. A comparison of this opera-
tor with other related operators is given along with cer-
tain properties of a Banach space involving the weak Cauchy 
operator. Conditions are given when the weak Cauchy opera-
tor is equivalent to other related operators. 
1* Pr eliminaries. A Banach space X is said to be 
almost reflexive if every bounded sequence in X ,contains 
a weak Cauchy subsequence. A weakly complete space which 
is almost reflexive is reflexive. A reflexive space is al-
ways almost reflexive. 
Let X and y be Banach spaces and TJ X — • Y a con-
tinuous linear operator. T is said to be a weak Cauchy 
operator if it maps bounded sequencesof X into sequences 
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in y which have a weak Cauchy subsequence. 
If y is also weakly complete, then T is weakly 
compact. All weakly compact operators are weak Cauchy. T 
is said to be a completely continuous operator if it maps 
weak Cauchy sequences in X into norm convergent sequen-
ces in y . X is said to be an unconditionally converging 
(uc opera tor ) if it sends every weakly unconditionally con-
verging (wuc) series in X into an unconditionally conver-
ging (uc) series in y , X is said to be an Z -cosingu-
lar operator provided that for no Banach space £ isomorph-
ic to Z^ does there exist epimorphisms Jfa^ i X —*• E 
and K^ i Y -—* E such that the diagram 
T 
— - * y 
E 
is commutative. T is Z* -cosingular if and only if T', 
the conjugate of T , is a uc operator (see £33). 
2. Weak Cauchy. Z -cosingular. and uc operators 
We now compare the operators weak Cauchy, 2-cosingu~ 
n 
lar, and uc. 
Proposition 2.1. If Tj X —*• y is weak Cauchy, then 
T is Z^ -cosingular. 
Proof: Assume that T is not an Z^ -cosingular opera-
tor, i.e. that there exist epimorphisms Jh^ i X—> t^ and 
St* 5 y—-*• Z^ such that the diagram 
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-» У 
is commutative. Since T maps bounded sets into sets whe­
re every sequence has a weak Cauchy subsequence, then Jh^ * 
a? ̂ T s X — * X^ must do the same. Let K denote the 
unit sphere of X . Since Jt^ is weakly complete, every 
sequence of Sh^CX) contains a weakly convergent subse­
quence. Hence M^ is weakly compact, and since h<\ is an 
epimorphism, IL^ must be reflexive. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.2. If T is weak Cauchy, then T' is a 
uc operator. 
Proposition 2.3. If T' % Y' *» X ' is weak Cauchy, 
then T is a uc operator. 
Proof: Assume T is not uc. By Lemma 1 of T23, the 
diagram 
T 
*\Y 
is commutative where i. and -i,̂  are isomorphic embed-
dings* 
Hence the diagram
 / 
y, ^X* 
- Ь75 -
is commutative where •£' and £1 are epimorphisms. Since 
weak Cauchy convergence implies norm convergence in t^ f 
4/4 is completely continuous. Since T' is weak: Cauchy, 
^i « Ĵj-T' is compact* Now -v̂  is onto, so Z^ is fi-
nite dimensional. This contradiction shows that T must be 
uc. 
Remarks Prom [3] we know that if Vt Y'—> X* is an 
Z^ -cosingular operator, then T ; X —*-» Y is a uc opera-
tor. The following example shows that the converse is not 
true. This example was communicated to me by A. Polczynski. 
Example 2.4> If T % X — . • y is a uc operator, then 
T is not necessarily an Z4 -cosingular operator. 
Proof: Let X be a Banach space with a boundedly comp-
lete basis. Then by Theorem 1 of C41 there exists a separab-
le space E such that £'#»3E -t- F where 3£ is the natu-
ral image of £ into £ " and where F is isomorphic to 
X . 
Now put X m t^ and Y • £' t Since £ " is separab-
le, y m £' is separable. Hence Y does not contain a sub-
space isomorphic to c0 because if a conjugate Banach space 
contains a subspace isomorphic to cQ , it contains a subspa-
ce isomorphic to m by Theorem 4 of £lj and hence Y could 
not be separable. Thus the identity operator I s Y—> Y 
is a uc operator but its conjugate I' is clearly not an t^ -
cosingular operator. 
Remark. The identity operator 1 % c0 •—-• C0 is weak 
Cauchy and t^ -cosingular but not uc. if % t*—• Z^ is uc 
but not weak Cauchy and not ZA -cosingular. l"$ m, — • 01 is 
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not weak Cauchy and not uc but is JL^ -cosingular. Hence 
the converses of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 are hot true. 
Also if T is weak Cauchy, then T' is not necessarily 
weak Cauchy. 
3» Weak Cauchy Y and weak Cauchy Y' properties. 
We now consider spaces X which are such that the 
converses to Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 hold. 
Definition 3»1. Let X be a ̂ anach space. X has the 
weak Cauchy Y property if it satisfies one of the fol*lo-
vring equivalent conditions: 
(a) Por every £ -space Y , every uc operator T * X—> Y 
is such that T': Y'—s* X' is weak Cauchy. 
(b) Jvery subset K' of X' satisfying the condition 
(+) Jtim, *o-f* *'**, m ° f o r every wuc series 2 ^ inX 
has a weak Cauchy sequence. 
'Remark: The proof that (a) and (b) are equivalent is 
similar to the proof for Proposition 1 of C6J. X is said 
to have property V if for every B -space Y , every uc 
operator T; X —a* Y is v/eakly compact. X has weak Cau-
chy V property and X' is weakly complete if and only if 
X has property Y (see Corollary 5 of 161). 
Proposition 3*2. Let X be weakly complete. Then X 
has weak Cauchy Y if and only if X' is almost reflexive. 
Proof; Since X is weakly complete,by Orlics s theo-
rem every wuc series in X is uc Thus every bounded set 
in X' satisfies the condition ( + )• Since X has weak 
Cauchy Y , overy bounded set in X9 has a v;eak Cauchy 
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sequence. So X' is almost reflexive. The converse is clear. 
Definition 3.3* Let Y be a Banach space, y has the 
the weak Cauchy V property if it satisfies one of the fol-
lowing equivalent conditions: 
(c) For every 3 -space X , every Z^ -cosingular operator 
T* X — • y is weak Cauchy. 
(d) Every subset X of Y satisfying the condition 
(+ + ) iunu towfi yf^ y. m Of or every wuc series Si *£ in Y* 
has a weak Cauchy sequence. 
Remark: The proof that (c) and (d) are equivalent is 
similar to the proof for (a) and (b) in Definition 3.1 using 
the fact that T' is uc. y is said to have property y if 
for every B -space X 9 every Z^ -cosingular operator 
TiX—.• y is weakly compact, y has weak Cauchy Y/ and 
Y is weakly complete if and only if Y has property Y' 
(see Proposition 6 of T61). 
Proposition 3.4. Let Y' be weakly complete. Then Y 
has weak Cauchy V if and only if Y is almost reflexive. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2. 
Remark: By following [61, we have the following: 
(A) Let X have weak Cauchy V property. Then X is al-
most reflexive if and only if no complemented subspaoe of 
X is isomorphic to t^ .(B) Let X have weak Cauchy V 
property. Then X / is almost reflexive if and only if no 
subspace of X is isomorphic to c$ . 
Proposition 3.5. If X has weak Cauchy Y then X' 
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has weak Cauchy Y' \ if X # has weak Cauchy Y then X 
has weak Cauchy V . 
Proof: The proof follows from Definitions 3.1 and 3.3. 
Remark: We show that the converses of Proposition 
3.5 are not true. For properties V" and Y' this is not 
known (see C63). 
Example 3.6. If X' has weak Cauchy V f then X does 
not necessarily have v/eak Cauchy V . 
Proof i Consider the space X • £' given in Example 
2.4. Since I : E'—-* £' is uc but I' $ £ " — * E" is not 
weak Cauchy, X m £' does not have weak Cauchy V # But 
X' m E" -• 3£ + F where F is isomorphic to l^ and both 
E and £4 have weak Cauchy V property. Therefore X' 
has weak Cauchy V . 
Example 3.7. If X has weak Cauchy Y' f then X' does 
not necessarily have weak Cauchy V . 
Proof; Consider the space X m £' as given in Examp-
le 3.6. Since £ " is separable, £' is almost reflexive; 
therefore X •» £' has weak Cauchy Y' property. Since 
I * £ " — * E" is uc but I' is not weak Cauchy, X' - £ " 
does not have the weak Cauchy Y property. 
Remark: The B -space £ is an example which has weak 
Cauchy Y but not property V • Also £ has weak Cauchy 
Y'. but not prop erty V' . 
4« Dunford - Pettis property 
A Banach space X is said to have the Dunford-Pettis 
(D.P.) property provided that for every Banach space Y > 
- 679 -
every weakly compact linear operator T s X —*• Y is 
completely continuous. 
Theorem 4>1» Let X be a Banach space. X has the 
D.P. property if and only if for every £ -space Y , every 
weak Cauchy operator T'; Y ' — > X' is such that T is 
completely continuous. 
Proof: (<=r ) This follows nince if T is weakly com-
pact, T' is weakly compact and hence T' is weak Cauchy. 
(=r>) It suffices to show for every B -space Y 9 if 
T' is weak Cauchy, then JUum, HT-x^H » 0 for every weak-
ly convergent to 0 sequence {.xft! , Let JLm HT,xftlt « 
• «T .» Q , Let ^ft with || r̂.'ftH m i be such that ^(Tx^m 
m HT,Xftll for all m, , Put #ft * T'^'ft #Thus w.l.o.g. we 
assume f#ftf is a weak Cauchy sequence. \7e have 
*r <*» - *&-(TV*>*<* - **£> 4m,<T*<J - ^ l l T * J l - ** 
We now show cT •> 0 where ,f£m- I *' «^ I m & , Let f .w,1 be 
a subsequence of im>} such that I,xftxm I -• cf/2. , Since fj<ftf 
weakly converges to 0 such a subsequence {m%} exists. 
We have 
Since fx^-K^t weakly converges to 0 , we obtain 
<fm i i j v u ; x j < ^ | ^ - ^ > * m l ^* 2 ^ 1 ^^^ 1 ^ *v* • 
ThUS C? m 0 . 
> Corollary 4»2» Suppose X or X' has D.I. property 
and X' is almost reflexive. Then a sequence in X is weak 
Cauchy if and only if it is norm Cauchy. 
- 6G0 -
Proof: If X$ has D.P. property then so does X (see 
ill); so it suffices to take X with the D.P. property. 
Since X' is almost reflexive, V t X'—> X' is weak Cauchy. 
By Theorem 4.1, I ; X—> X is completely continuous and 
the result follows. 
Corollary 4.3. Let X have weak Cauchy Y and D.P. 
properties, and let T:X—>Y . Then the following are equi-
valent. 
(a) T is uc, 
(b) T' is weak Cauchy, 
(c) T is completely continuous, 
(d) T / is i.^ -oosingular. 
Proof: (a) -==-> (b) = > (c) is clear. (c)-=s=fr(a) follows 
from Proposition 1.9 of 1.23. To complete the proof it suffi-
ces to show (b)-a--=> (d) -=ss>(a). Now (b) --=-> (d) follows from 
Proposition 2.1 and (d) =-=> (a) is found in 133. 
We now consider somewhat a dual notion for the D.P. 
property. 
Theorem 4.4. Let Y be a Banaoh space. Y has the D.P. 
property if and only if for every 3 -space X , every weak 
Cauchy operator T / JC — + Y is such that T' is completely 
continuous. 
Proof: te=* ) By C71 it suffices to show for every weak-
ly convergent to 0 sequence {ty^i in Y and for every 
weakly convergent to 0 sequence {q^t in Y'$ SUmy^^t^m 
m 0 . Let ityj be an arbitrary weakly convergent to 0 se-
quence in Y, Consider the linear operator I t c0—* Y 
with Te^» ^ where e^ denotes the n-th unit vector in 
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C0 .Then T'I y'—• &4 is completely continuous. By the 
properties of T' , T'%! (+<*) m n^CTe^) m ^(n^^) for eve-
ry y, in y', Now let { (^m I be an arbitrary sequence in 
y weakly convergent to 0 . Then 0 m JUm> II T'/u,' II m 
m JUm>*wt*> Ity^tfy^l .Hence i-W^/^-» 0 and so Y has 
the D.P. property. 
(aaa> ) Suppose Ti X—> Y is weak Cauchy and Y has D.P. 
property. It suffices to show J&m, II T'yS,^ It m 0 for 
every weakly convergent to 0 sequence (ty^l • Let x^ with 
llx̂ ll m \ be such that T ' ^ Cx^) « HT'^ll for all 
mv . Put /^ s T ^ • The rest of the proof is analogous to 
that given in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.5. If X is almost reflexive and X or X' 
has D.P. property, then a sequence in X0 is weak Cauchy if 
and only If it is norm Cauchy. 
Remarks The proof of Corollary 4.5 is similar to that 
of Corollary 4.2. Using Corollaries 4.2 and 4.5 we have that 
if X' has D.P. and is almost reflexive, then weak Cauchy 
sequences correspond to norm Cauchy sequences in both X 
and X " . 
Corollary 4.6. Let y have weak Cauchy Y' and D.P. 
properties, and let T I X — • Y . Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) T' is uc, 
(b) T is £4 -cosinsular. 
(c) T is weak Cauchy. 
(d) T' is completely continuous. 
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Proof: ( a ) s s s>(b) -==-> (c) .=> (d) i s c l e a r , (d) *sm> (a) 
fol lows from Propos i t i on 1.9 of £23 . 
Coro l la ry 4 . 7 . Let X have weak Cauchy V , JC' have 
D.P. p r o p e r t y , T i l - > y and T ' s T'—> X' . The fol low-
ing are e q u i v a l e n t . 
(a) T is uc. 
(b) T' is weak Cauchy. 
(c) T is completely continuous. 
(d) T' is Z4 -cosingular. 
(e) T" is uc. 
(f) T" is completely continuous. 
Proof: The proof follows easily using Corollaries 4.3 
and 4.6, Proposition 3.5, and the fact that X' has D.P. 
implies X has D.P. 
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